
Internal meeting minutes #6 
 

Date 7th June 2017 

Time 2200 - 2300 

Mode & Venue Online 

Attendees Alicia, Ling Wei, Ryan, Timothy, Wen li, Xin Yi 

Agenda - Share our individual progress with the group 

Meeting 
minutes 

Ling Wei 
What I’ve done so far: 

- Did up template for dashboard using twitter bootstrap. 
- Did up C3 & D3 Version for line chart. 

 
What you going to do? 

- Dashboard front-end need to speed up. Target to finish 
dashboard-overview done by end of iter 2 (test using dummy 
data). 

 
What I need help with? 

- Nil 
 
Wenli 
What I’ve done so far: 

- Got groups & posts into db 
- Started implementing API, got out the function to retrieve num 

of active groups in last 7 days. 
 
What you going to do? 

- Structure API properly, put db on server 
- Get members into db 
- Help out with proposal 

 
What I need help with? 

- Might need help with connecting to account mgmt API... 
 
Timothy 
What I’ve done so far.. 

- Finished FMS validation logic 
 
What are you going to do? 

- Create test cases for delete, view and create booking api.  
 
What I need help with? 



- Debugging search available facilities 
 
Ryan 
What I’ve done so far.. 

- Search available facility for FaBot 
 
What are you going to do? 

- Help out with the proposal 
 
What I need help with? 

- Nil 
 
Alicia 
What I’ve done so far.. 

- Designing the front end of FMS using angular 
 
What are you going to do? 

- UI routing using angular so page will not refresh (WIP) 
 
What I need help with? 

- Nil 
 
Xinyi  
What i’ve done so far.. 

- Team Logo 
 

What are you going to do? 
- Finalise d3 liquid charts and finish wiki page this weekend 

 
What i need help with?  

- Description for “About us” section for each of us. Lingwei 
mentioned that have to make it interesting. eg.  

To-do-list Teams to discuss and revise functionalities. Send to Ryan and Wenli 
for the proposal 
Schedule need to rework. 

 
The meeting was adjourned at 2300. These minutes will be circulated and adopted if there 
are no amendments in the next day.  
 
Prepared by 
Au Ling Wei 
 
Vetted and edited by 
Timothy Tan 


